Nicholas Garden (aka "The Nick")

All the people listed generally are known by a altered name, shorted name, or nickname

Taking the last letter of the nicknames spelled “Father of Modern China”

ANSWER: Sun Yat-sen
Shield Field

Most of the clues in the crossword puzzle had one word changed to a rhyming word.

The puzzle told you to take the first letter of all the clues that were NOT altered

Answer: MARIO
Composed Arena

The nine clues all had different rules to turn them into English; once in English, the answers were:

| kumquat | justin bieber | fargo |
| lychee  | boxing        | vicks |
| valedictorian | zoolander   | bryn mawr |

Completing the cubes gave you six three-by-three grids with each cell having either “here” or “not there” written in them

Each of the twenty-six letters has a unique pattern in the nine answers of whether it is in the answer or not. For example, the letter “m” is in the upper left, kumquat, and the lower right, bryn mawr, and not in the other seven. Side one of the cube had these two marked as “here” and the other seven as “not here”, so the first letter is “m”

Doing this to all six sides yielded the answer

ANSWER: Mozart